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Milindo Chakrabarti has distinguished experience of  over 27 years 
as a Professor of  Micro-economics, International Trade & Business, 
Environmental Economics, Indian Economics and Development 
Economics, nationally and internationally. Along with his long standing 
career in teaching, Dr. Chakrabarti holds Research Experience of  27 years 
and has written and published numerous research paper, articles and books 
from India and abroad. He has also delivered lectures at Indiana University, 
Bloomington, University of  Southern California, Los Angeles, Indian 
Institute of  Management, Ahmedabad, Entrepreneurship Development 
Institute, Gandhi Nagar.Dr. Chakrabarti has extensive experience in policy 
development and practice, and wide knowledge and experience working in 
different sectors such as: natural resources, social sectors, rural development, 
key cross-cutting issues, environment, governance and institutional 
development. Dr. Chakrabarti regularly travels throughout India on various 
academic and research assignments, and has travelled across many countries 
on academic assignments, for instance Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka, 
Thailand, China, Kenya, USA, Canada, UK, France, Italy, Portugal Egypt 
and Turkey. He has also been consultant to different ministries of  Govt. of  
India, the Planning Commission, the World Bank UNDP, IFAD, the British 
Council. In his list of  professional affiliations, he has also been a Member 
of  Western Economic Association International, USA, Executive Director 
in Development Evaluation Society of  India (DESI) and also Member, 
Network of  Network on Impact Evaluation (NONIE)

Bhuvaneswari Raman is trained in architecture, urban planning and social 
sciences. She was educated at the School of  Planning and Architecture 
in Chennai, Asian Institute of  Technology, Bangkok and the London 
School of  Economics in the UK. She completed her doctoral degree in 
urban social policy at the London School of  Economics, UK. Her research 
interests are in the areas of  : transformation of  urban land, urban politics, 
economic geography governance, research methodology, gender and 
urban poverty. She has held research position at the LSE, UK and has 
consulted for academic institutions including the University of  Amsterdam, 
Netherlands, and the University of  Birmingham, UK as well as international 
development agencies including the World Bank and the UNESCO. She 
has experience with implementing urban poverty alleviation programmes 
having worked as a sector head for the habitat component of  the Bangalore 
Urban Poverty Alleviation Programme. Currently, she is researching about 
the transformation of  land in small towns and large urbanizing villages 
in South India and the role of  new technologies in spatial governance. 
Besides, she is involved in research collaboration with the London School 
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of  Economics to explore the effects of  squatter relocation policies in two 
cities viz. Chennai and Bangalore.

Kaveri Haritas is Associate Professor at the Jindal School of  Government 
& Public Policy. She has a bachelor’s degree in law, a Masters and PhD. 
In Development Studies from the Graduate Institute of  International and 
Development Studies, Geneva, Switzerland. She was funded by the Swiss 
National Science Foundation for her doctoral studies (CanDoc), which 
examines the struggles of  poor women and men in a rehabilitation area in 
Bangalore. Her research focuses on the politics of  the poor, the role that 
gender plays in everyday politics and struggles and the manner in which 
this shapes citizenship and the role of  the state. After her doctoral research, 
she took part in an international research project on the solidarity economy 
practices of  women in Latin America and India, supported by the Swiss 
Network of  International Studies. In this research, she continued to work 
on women’s struggles for survival, examining a fisherwomen’s association 
in Udupi, Karnataka. With an education in development studies, she has 
a marked leaning towards anthropology, uses ethnography in her research 
and enjoys research and teaching in the areas of  political and economic 
anthropology. Her recent research interrogates the future of  work in a world 
of  technological unemployment, examining the potential of  technology to 
transform both the structures and meanings of  work in the contemporary 
world. She has also been a north-south mobility fellow at the Institute for 
Research on Development, Paris. 

Avanindra Nath Thakur has more than four years of  teaching experience 
in different colleges of  Delhi University where he taught papers such as 
Mathematical Methods of  Economics, Econometrics, Money and Financial 
Markets etc. He has also worked as visiting/Adjunct Faculty in Ambedkar 
University New Delhi and offered courses on Quantitative Methods and 
Development Economics at MA Level. He has authored various papers in 
National Journals Including Journal of  Rural Development, Journal of  Social and 
Economic Studies etc. He has also contributed chapters in books published 
both at the National and International level including two from Oxford 
University Press. His writings on contemporary economic issues have come 
up regularly in various Newspapers and Monthly Magazines both in Hindi 
and English. So far he has presented more than ten research papers in 
various National and International Conferences. He has been associated 
with many workshops and invited for special Lectures on the use of  various 
statistical software packages such as STATA, SPSS, R, EVIEWS etc. His 
area of  interest includes- Development Economics, Applied Econometrics, 
Labour Economics and Macro Economics.  
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Gargi Bharadwaj is a theatre practitioner and performance studies 
scholar. She is Assistant Professor in Theatre and Performance at O.P. 
Jindal Global University, Sonipat and, visiting faculty for Performances 
Studies at Ambedkar University, Delhi. She is an economics graduate from 
Delhi University and alumnus of  National School of  Drama, Delhi with a 
specialization in theatre techniques and design. She has also trained in acting 
at the Shri Ram Centre for Arts and Culture and has directed several theatre 
productions and curated five international theatre festivals. She holds the 
Erasmus Mundus research MA in International Performance Research 
from University of  Amsterdam and University of  Warwick. Her research 
interests are in the areas of  cultural politics and cultural policy, theatre 
history- historiography, representation & self-articulations of  women in 
public culture and, performance studies. Her publications have appeared 
in journals such as Performance Research, EPW and TRI and magazines 
like Marg, Projects / Processes by Serendipity. She has presented papers at 
conferences in University of  Western Australia, University of  Cape Town, 
University of  Warwick, University of  Hyderabad and University of  Lisbon. 
In 2017-18 she was a part of  the collaborative research project “Translation 
and Performance: Encountering Otherness” led by theatre scholars and 
practitioners from University of  Cape Town, Ambedkar University Delhi, 
and Shiv Nadar University. Her ongoing doctoral research from Central 
University of  Hyderabad is on creating a historical narrative of  a national 
cultural policy with respect to theatre and performance in India focussing 
particularly on the functioning of  Sangeet Natak Academy through ideas of  
cultural governance and democracy.

Shivangi Chandel is an Assistant Professor at Jindal School of  Government 
and Public Policy. Prior to this, she taught at Department of  Economics, 
Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi. She did her Masters in Mathematics from 
Indian Institute of  Technology, Kanpur before joining Indira Gandhi 
Institute of  Development Research, Mumbai for an Integrated MPhil/PhD. 
programme in Economics. Her research interests lie in Microeconomic 
theory with a focus on Mechanism Design and Auctions. In her doctoral 
thesis, she examines corruption in the form of  quality manipulation in 
procurement auctions   where the auctioneer could accept a lower quality 
product in exchange for a bribe.

Dhritiman Gupta Dr. Dhritiman Gupta has done his Bachelors of  Arts in 
Economics from Jadavpur University. Prof. Gupta two Masters degrees in 
economics from Delhi School of  Economics and other from Toulouse 
School of  Economics, France. He pursued his PhD in Economics from 
Indian Statistical Institute, Delhi. His core interest areas are theoretical and 
applied Microeconomics. His research till now has focused on a subfield 
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of  Microeconomics, called Contest Theory. But his research interests span 
the domain of  Microeconomics, including Public Economics, Industrial 
Organization, Social Choice Theory and Mechanism Design.

Vidya Subramanian is a sociologist of  education researching education 
policy and development, civil society and public-private partnerships, and 
entrepreneurial cultures among urban youth. She has a PhD and MPhil 
from the Zakir Husain Centre for Educational Studies at Jawaharlal Nehru 
University, during which she was a doctoral fellow at the Transnational 
Research Group (TRG) of  the Max Weber Foundation-German Humanities 
Institutes Abroad. She also holds an MA in Development Studies from the 
Tata Institute of  Social Sciences, Mumbai. She has taught at TISS Mumbai 
and was earlier a consultant to the Tata Trusts. Her ongoing research explores 
the trajectories of  young corporate professionals entering the developmental 
sector to further aspirations of  service, self-making, and entrepreneurship. 
This extends her doctoral work that examined the Teach for India (TFI) 
programme for its intersecting discourses of  corporate philanthropy, PPPs, 
and new forms of  governance in public education. Parts of  her work 
have been published in Economic and Political Weekly, Contemporary Education 
Dialogue, and International Studies in Sociology of  Education. In addition, she 
was also one of  the co-PIs of  a Spencer Foundation funded international 
conference on Educational Transformations and Societal Change in Liberalising 
India, in collaboration with Ahmedabad University, Tata Institute of  Social 
Sciences, Rutgers University (New Brunswick) and the Centre for Budget 
and Policy Studies.

Geeta Sinha is trained in International Development, Gender and Social 
Sciences. She received Doctoral Fellowship from the Oxford Brookes 
University, UK, where she is completing her PhD in Development 
Economics from the Oxford Brookes Business School. She received the 
International Ford Foundation Fellowship and obtained her M.A in Gender 
and Development from Institute of  Development Studies (IDS), University 
of  Sussex, UK. She holds Postgraduate Diploma in Rural Development 
with specialisation in Project Management from Xavier Institute of  
Social Service (XISS). Prior to joining the O.P. Jindal Global (Institution 
of  Eminence Deemed To Be University), she worked with the Regent’s 
University London as Visiting Lecturer in the School of  Humanities and 
Social Sciences. Besides these, she has extensive research and consultancy 
experience with the MART, PRAXIS, Development Alternatives, Aide 
et Action and NGOs like Jan Jagran Sansthan & JPMVK. She worked 
extensively in livelihoods and enterprise development, skills development, 
agribusiness, value chain development, women empowerment, poverty 
alleviation programs, and other research impact studies in different parts of  
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India, Bangladesh, and Nepal. She is currently completing her PhD thesis on 
“mining led industrialisation and gender-based violence amongst indigenous 
communities in Odisha, India”. Her research unravels gendered impact of  
mining-led industrialisation on women and on indigenous communities 
through ecosocialist and feminist lenses. She published research papers in 
peer reviewed journals and edited books.

Divya Chaudhary is a full-time PhD candidate at the Jindal School of  
Government and Public Policy, O.P. Jindal Global University, Sonipat. Her 
PhD dissertation seeks to estimate the human health impact of  climate 
change using both quantitative and qualitative tools. Prior to joining the PhD 
program in August 2020, she worked as a Research Associate at the Indian 
Council for Research on International Economic Relations (ICRIER), a 
policy research institute based in New Delhi, and was engaged in a range of  
research projects pertaining to health policy issues such as chronic diseases, 
antimicrobial resistance, and health care financing. She completed her 
Master’s degree in Economics from Dr. B.R. Ambedkar University Delhi 
in 2014, under full academic scholarship awarded by the Government of  
NCT of  Delhi. 


